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Should we introduce quality 

based payment to get high 

quality health services? 
 



 



Background 

• Economists: No concept of quality? 
 

• Not fair! 
– Have QALY ! 

– And tools to measure  

 

 

• Key concern 
– How to achieve optimal quality 

– Not the same as best possible quality! 

 

 
 

 



The question – and the argument 

• Recent trend:  Quality based payment system 

– Experiments (Rwanda), World Bank Initiative 

 

• Good or bad? 

 

• Depends! 

• Completeness? 

• Correlation? 

• Measurement error? 

• Strength of instrinsic motivation 

 

• Surprise: Small errors, large effects on quality 

 

 

 



Case study 

 



Payment system I: Volume based 

 



Payment system II: Quality based 

 



Results 

 



Many more examples 

• Rwanda 
– Pay primary health providers for quality of child care services 

 

• UK 
– Pay general practitioners based on 146 quality indicators 

 

• Norway 
– Pay hospitals based on 29 quality indicators 

 

• US 
– Pay hospitals in the Medicad system less when quality is poor 

 

 

 



USA 

 



Generalized: Quality and payment 

• Important implications for payment systems 

 

• Example: Pay teachers for hours or quality 

 

• Stylized facts about quality 
– Multidimensional 

– Indirect  

– Difficult to measure  

• Some impossible (or too costly) 

• Some only with measurement errors 

• (Need both quality and value of quality, subjective?) 

 



Obvious, but so what? 

• Imagine 

– You: Board member 

– Budget deficit: 100 million  

– Income:  

• fixed transfer    (50%) 

• quality based bonus, based on X  (50%) 

– some quality elements unmeasured (Y) 

 

• Will you cut in X or Y? 

 

• Again, obvious, 

–  But not so obvious: How strong is the incentive to cut in X vs Y? 



How large cuts are needed? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bonus 40% Bonus 50% Bonus 60% 

First cut 100 100 100 

Second cut   40   50   60 

Third cut   20   25   30 

… 

Total cuts 167 200 250 



The incentive to cut in quality depends 

on emphasis on «Pay for quality» 

 



 



Conclusion: Economic perspective on quality 

 
• Implicit, but not ignored 

 

 

• Explicit when markets fail 
– QALY 

 

• Do not aim to maximize it 
– Tradeoffs! 

 

• Focus on how to achieve the best tradeoff 

 

• Surprising conclusion 
– Pay for quality will not necessarily give best overall quality 

– Why?  

– Small mistakes can lead to large errors given the nature of quality measurement and valuation 


